
A couple of years ago I was feeling pretty pleased with myself (the word
is ‘smug’) at having published quite a few pieces of work, in a range of
subjects, while barely out of short trousers (believe me, in academic years
I’m still being bottle-fed). ‘Do you know what you ought to do’, I mused
on one particular ego-fuelled day, ‘you ought to publish a compilation’.
What a sad sight. A young, handsome, eligible lecturer swanning around,
imagining that society is awaiting his Greatest Hits collection. Not even
the fact that academic books barely register on publishers’ sale charts
could stop me (they are usually only read by friends and family, and even
they moan when you don’t give them a discount). The world urgently
needed my help and my help was what it was going to bloody well get.
Fortunately, time and sobriety intervened – as time and sobriety have an
irritating habit of doing – and the plan changed, as people to whom I
described the original version began to inch away from me with eyes
averted, so most of what follows is new. Inevitably, parts of my ego creep
back into the following pages, perhaps as compensation for the fact that
writing is a lonely business, but mainly because when addressing the con-
temporary state of social democracy, and trying to point out where you
think it’s going wrong, some soapbox oratory is impossible to avoid.

But hopefully the egoism does not get in the way of the book’s main
purpose: to make connections. The world is a frightening place at the
moment (though when was it not?) filled with people who seem to
imagine that what it is really missing is another set of fundamentalist
dogmas. Having won the war against communism, for instance, it turns
out that many anti-communists have yet to win the war against them-
selves. Yet there are many out there who are working for something dif-
ferent, for something more humane, and although not everyone who
belongs to this group can or should be placed under the heading of social
democracy, this isn’t a bad heading from which to start. So this isn’t a
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manifesto either but it is, hopefully, an attempt at dialogue which dis-
cerns, amid the clamour of the asylums within which we insist on living,
some voices of sanity.

Many thanks to the usual suspects, Chris Pierson and Hartley Dean, who
gave valuable feedback on the draft manuscript.

Chapter 3 is a revision of two earlier pieces of work: ‘New Agendas for
Criminology and Social Policy’, Social Policy and Administration 35(2)
(2001) and ‘Critical Theory, Information Society and Surveillance Tech-
nologies’, Information, Communication and Society 5(3) (2002). I am grateful
to Blackwell and Routledge, respectively, for permission to use these.

Chapter 7 is also a revision of two earlier pieces of work: ‘Dis/Count-
ing the Future’, Social Policy Review 13 (2001), edited by Rob Sykes, Cath
Bochel and Nick Ellison, and ‘Making Welfare for Future Generations’,
Social Policy and Administration 35(5) (2001). I am grateful to Policy Press
and Blackwell, respectively, for permission to use these.

Chapter 8 is a revised version of ‘Before The Cradle: New Genetics,
Biopolicy And Regulated Eugenics’, Journal of Social Policy 30(4) (2001).
Reprinted with permission of Cambridge University Press.

The rest of the book was written between February and May 2002
during a semester’s study leave and my thanks go to the School of Soci-
ology and Social Policy, University of Nottingham, for that opportunity.
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